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We are pleased to bring this sixth issue in the third volume of 
JIBS. Many thanks are due to the many hands that have worked hard 
to produce this volume, including the volume typesetters and editors, 
Joseph Hwang with assistance from Shawn Craigmiles, and the folks at 
First Fruits Press, Hope Brown and Robert Danielson, for additional 
help with matters of transition and consistency. Also, we have 
appreciated the help of Paula Hisel with logistics in managing 
submissions and communications; sadly for us, she has been promoted 
in position and is no longer working with JIBS at this time. However, 
she has passed the baton to Michael Kuney has stepped up and is doing 
wonderfully; we are thankful for Michael. Finally, we would like to 
thank the president, Timothy Tennent, and provost, Doug Matthews, 
of Asbury Theological Seminary for supporting our work by their 
encouragement and providing resources for its publication. We are 
grateful to serve in this capacity and to extend the ministry of Asbury 
Theological Seminary to prepare men and women to evangelize and 
spread scriptural holiness throughout the world. 
This issue 3.2 of JIBS features two articles from our Ph.D. 
students, one having completed our program, David B. Schreiner, and 
one finishing coursework, Kei Hiramatsu. Both Schreiner and 
Hiramatsu make careful observations in order to better understand 
biblical materials in terms of synchrony (viewed at once as a whole) 
and diachrony (viewed across a larger span of time). 6chreiner in
vestigates the strategic location of the metaphoric idea ´the lamp of 
the /ordµ in  6am a  6am  and  that helps us 
consider more carefull\ how  6amuel are Eiographical materials 
that ma\ reflect diachronic editing in the use of the metaphor. 
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+iramatsu shows how historical-critical research of Habakkuk, as 
helpful as it can be, is inadequate and should be supplemented 
with a canonical, synchronic theological approach that attends to 
observations of the structure and structural relationships of the 
book. One important finding is that, although scholars typically see 
2:4 as the climax, this statement builds climactically to Habakkuk’s 
confession of faith in 3:16-19.  
$fter these articles is the ne[t installment of +oward 7illman 
.uist·s dissertation &h.  ´7he 5esults of 3aul·s 3edagog\.µ +ere 
.uist reflects on the impact of 3aul·s pedagog\²²the scope of his 
influence on people the weight of this influence and the duration of 
this influence which continues on into this twent\first centur\ after 
&hrist. 7hen 'aniel 1ii $Eoag\e $r\eh reflects importantl\ on how 
,nductive %iElical 6tud\ relates to ´0other 7ongue %iElical 
+ermeneuticsµ within the setting of *hana among the man\ 
3entecostal&harismatic ministries. ,nductive %iElical 6tudies is 
especiall\ fitting Eecause it values the final form of the te[t affirms 
the %iEle·s sacredness and allows for contemporar\ applications and 
conte[tualization. )inall\ facult\ (meritus 'avid /. 7hompson 
shares his wonderful pilgrimage in ,nductive %iEle 6tud\. 'r. 
7hompson has Elessed hundreds and hundreds of students E\ his 
faithful service and pedagog\ and it is a great Mo\ to have his stor\ 
and invaluaEle hermeneutical reflections here in -,%6. 
